
TARGET SHOOTING AUCKLAND 

67
th
 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES 

28
th

 November 2013 held at the Howick Rifle Club clubrooms 

Meeting opened at 7:39pm 

 

Present 

Rob Dixon, Gordon McKenzie, Lawrence Moodie, Graham Barnes, Chris Wadham, Allan 

Manson, Anna Shum-Pearce, Chris Erasmus, Cara Newcomb, Kieren Stanton, Jo Stanton, 

Emma Stanton, Steve Stanton, Talia Waetford, Bruce Millard, Steve O’Donnell, Malachy 

Carey, Sel Howell, Trevor Black, Mike Hedley, Maddison Hedley, John Dyer, Mark Clapson, 

Geoff Powell, Michael Waetford 

 

Observers 

Nil 

 

Apologies 

Hans Schramm, Nick Dyde, Julie Wills, John Ke, Matt Gardner, Howard Grazier, Ces Harvey, 

Richard Gross, Geoff Voice, Justin Keene  

        Bruce Millard/Graham Barnes 

 
Minutes of previous meeting 

Minutes distributed prior to the meeting and are taken as read.   

        Trevor Black/Bruce Millard 

 

Matters arising out of the previous meetings minutes 

Nil 

 

Presidents Report 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Welcome to the Annual General Meeting of Target Shooting Auckland. 

This last season seems to have flown by and here we are again at the prize giving with 

Christmas and the New Year fast approaching. 

Nick Dyde has made the NZ Team to shoot in the Oceania Games in Sydney, good 

shooting to him and Julie Wills who is also competing.  Hopefully TSNZ will put some scores 

up on their website. 

During the season we have struggled a bit with our Auckland Teams.  We finished 6th in the 

Teams of Ten, although Steve Petterson did top score for the second year in a row.  The 

Auckland Open Team has had some success, winning the TSNZ Inter-Association Open 

Trophy.  The team was Steve Petterson, Nick Dyde, Mark Clapson, Bruce Millard and Rob 

Dixon.  The Graded teams were not far off the pace and Auckland got beaten soundly by 

Waikato.  Roll on next year in Hamilton.  Congratulations to Waitakere, winning the Division 

1 and Division 2 interclub titles.  This is the first time I think they have won both Divisions.  

Congratulations also to all the individual winners who took part and won their grades. 

It takes a few people to keep the Association ticking along.  Rob and Eliz put in a terrific 

amount of work as Secretary with newsletters, team announcements, TSNZ stuff, ammo, 

etc and we do appreciate your effort.  Jo Stanton carried on the job as Treasurer and has 

done a terrific job.  Thanks to Steve O’Donnell for the web pages and now face-book.  It is 

up-dated quickly and regularly for our benefit.  To Chris, Mike, Anne Howell and Kieren 

who are also on the committee, thanks for your efforts which keeps the Association 

moving forward.  Steve Stanton has also contributed greatly to the Association, marking 

targets at Interclub, rep matches and the Champion of Champion events.  Your efforts 

are also appreciated. 



I would like to wish everyone a safe and happy Christmas and New Year.  All the best of 

luck to those shooting at the outdoor Nationals in Mana, and I look forward to you all 

returning safe and well for the start of the next season.  

 

Bruce Millard 

TSA President 

       Bruce Millard/Gordon McKenzie 

 

Treasurer Report 

Received and adopted.      Trevor Black/Graham Barnes  

The accounts for the period ending 30 September 2013 has remained static and is 

comparable to last year with the exception of the Teams of Ten income and expenditure 

not being applicable. 

Capitations were down this year and this reflects the declining member numbers across 

the board from all clubs.  This is an area that each club and TSA needs to address.  The 

obvious question is why and we need to ask ourselves what we can do to correct this 

decline.  Like so many other sports do we need to think about how our sport is perceived, 

do we think about having have-a-go days, etc.  The list goes on.  

The one significant saving which is reflected in the ASB bank account balance has been 

the decision by the committee not to renew the insurance policy this year.  This decision 

was made on the basis of cost verses benefit.  Given the age of the equipment we were 

insuring and the sum we would have received should the unthinkable happen, it was 

decided that it would only take 2-3 years of not paying the premium to have 

accumulated funds to replace any one or more of the insured items. 

If TSA want to continue to make further savings so that we do not have to rely on 

fundraising in the future, the next cost item to tackle should be the cost each year of 

Trophies & engraving, the targeted cost being the medals.  Alternatives such as 

certificates or cheaper badges need to be considered. 

The Auckland Open again made a good profit this year, bolstered by the generous 

donation of the raffle prize from Shooting Stuff.   

I would like to finish this report by acknowledging and thanking very much Mark Clapson 

for preparing the Financial Statements.  His knowledge and patience is very much 

appreciated. 

 

Joanne Stanton 

TSA Treasurer 

  

Capitations & Affiliations 

On the recommendation of the TSA Treasurer the fees for 2014 are to remain the same as 

2013.  Senior $60 and Junior $35. 

        Sel Howell/Lawrence Moodie 

 

Office Rental 

To remain the same as previous years, $500 split between the Secretary ($300) and the 

Treasurer ($200). 

Sel Howell/Chris Wadham 

 

Election of Officers 

Patron   Sharon Stewart  Trevor Black/Sel Howell 

Vice Patron  Hans Schramm  John Dyer/Jo Stanton 

President  Bruce Millard   Sel Howell/Barbara Flavell 

Vice President Chris Wadham   Bruce Millard/Graham Barnes 

Secretary  Rob Dixon   Sel Howell/Jo Stanton 



Treasurer  Jo Stanton   Rob Dixon/Bruce Millard 

Board Members Steve O’Donnell  Bruce Millard/Sel Howell 

   Kieren Stanton   Bruce Millard/Sel Howell  

   Mike Hedley   Bruce Millard/Sel Howell 

Selectors  Steve Petterson  Graham Barnes/Chris Wadham 

   Bruce Millard   Graham Barnes/Chris Wadham 

Match Coordinator Sel Howell   Jo Stanton/Mike Hedley 

Publicity Officer Lawrence Moodie  Bruce Millard/Mike Hedley 

The President gave a vote of thanks to outgoing Publicity Officer, Anne Howell, for her 

efforts. 

Statistics Officer Steve O’Donnell  Bruce Millard/Graham Barnes  

Asst Stat Officer Rob Dixon   Bruce Millard/Kieren Stanton 

Auckland Coach Steve Petterson  Bruce Millard/Steve O’Donnell 

Trevor Black gave thanks to Gordon McKenzie for his efforts in producing coaching articles 

and as an active coach in TSA. 

 

Conference Report 

TSA did not have a representative at this year’s TSNZ Conference. Our voting rights were 

given to Manawatu Association by proxy.  A full report on the conference was received 

from Bruce Marchant, who was a representative for Manawatu Association, and is posted 

on the TSA website. 

 

General Business 
 

 Interclub format for 2014 – the current format of Division 1 shooting 1x10 & 

1x20 against the Division 2 shooting 2x10, has proven to be an issue when 

teams change at late notice due to no shows.  The ensuing discussion 

covered items as to individuals not showing up and team selections.  It was 

accepted that generally those in either Master or A Grade prefer to shoot 

20 shot cards, while this is not a preferred option for D or Junior graders.  The 

current format is working well and will continue for 2014.  Travelling 

between the clubs is something that requires attention. 

 World Masters Games 2017 - Bruce Millard has been speaking to Gavin 

Paton, who is one of the principal organisers for the event.  They would 

prefer an ISSF 50m match.  If a range is not available the idea of using the 

Howick Range for a 25yrd match has not been ruled out.  It will be mid 2014 

before we know if Smallbore will be involved in the games.  Meanwhile 

Steve O’Donnell is heavily involved in the planning, funding and consent 

process for “Ardmore 2” which is the preferred option for the games venue. 

 Membership – Trevor Black spoke on how he believes TSNZ has taken 

shooting out of grass roots NZ and is focusing on 50m instead.  The current 

indoor targets are proving difficult and scores along with morale are falling.  

He proposed a National target not an “Olympic standard” target.  A 

review of the scoring rings on the target is required (make them larger).  He 

requested that TSA bring pressure onto TSNZ to change the scoring target.  

Even on the previous targets no one was shooting 600.60 or even 300.30 

and until that is the case the likelihood of getting a medal finish at the 

Commonwealth or Olympics Games is very slim.  The membership of TSNZ is 

primarily indoor shooters and with the change of the target to reflect 

outdoors, bearing in mind the number of countries that shoot 25 yards 

indoors is extremely small, it appears they have lost sight of what the 

membership wants.   

Other points covered in the discussion that followed were: 



o Why are we using a scaled 50m target when any 

international comps we take part in indoors are on the British 

cards, NOT TSNZ produced targets? 

o Members should improve their indoor shooting then go 

outdoors.  Learn the sport indoors at the grass roots first.  

o Morale is low and older well established shooters are giving 

up the sport as their grades fall, the feel good factor (getting 

a 100) does not happen now.  There was a notable lack of 

“red” scores at Open Championships this year. 

o When scoring changed from inwards to outwards in 1980 the 

same sort of comments were mentioned that are being 

mentioned today.  The comment was made that it will be a 

slow start to high scores and do not give up was mentioned. 

o The support of those at the top of the sport comes from the 

masses at the bottom (think of a pyramid).  If the lower area 

drops in numbers the whole structure collapses. Why are the 

bottom tier shooters dropping out?  Suggestion was to call 

them and find out why first hand.   

o Coaching shooters at all levels of the sport, not just the 

extremes i.e. beginners and high performance persons.  We 

tend to show the basics then become self sufficient however 

we become stagnant at that level.  We need to go on from 

there. 

o Currently TSA has very few Master Graders and lots of A & B 

Graders.  Is that balancing?  Would a target change make 

a difference?  Given the past target used it would appear 

the answer is yes with the help of grading score changes. 

o How to convert short term (3 years) members into long term 

members (10+ years).  Coaching on a more regular basis 

and also at different levels to cater for everyone. 

o Follow up on shooters to keep the interest level.  Coaching is 

one thing that can help. 

o Currently we have a lack of senior shooters and this directly 

impacts on the coaching ranks.  Not everyone can coach 

and experience counts for a lot in this sport. 

o Clinics are a good way to assist shooters.  However this 

requires senior shooters (which are lacking) and generally it 

falls back onto the same people to assist. 

o If we were to retain 2 or 3 members, who would normally 

drop out, this would grow our membership. 

o TSA Committee to create a coaching session and calling 

those who have dropped out of the sport to find out why. 

o Any coaching needs to be an ongoing thing, not a once a 

year attempt.   

o Can coaching needs be divided into 2 areas, technical & 

mental?  Both are very important in our sport. 

o Rifle tuning – this maybe the difference for a lot of shooters 

and they do not even know it. 

o Possibly have those shooters who have retired from the sport 

to come back in a coaching role with monthly clinics to pass 

on their wisdom. 

o The TSA Committee to look into a high performance coach, 

again for monthly training sessions. 

 Gordon McKenzie mentioned the success Talia Waetford has had this 

season and the benefits of coaching showing through. 



 Jo Stanton pointed out that TSA should celebrate the success of its shooters 

e.g. Emma Stanton placing 2nd in D Grade at the NZ Indoor Nationals and 

Nick Dyde being selected to represent NZ (in Air Rifle) at the Oceania 

Shooting Championships in Sydney. 

 Gordon McKenzie proposed Rob Dixon be awarded a TSA Life Membership 

for services to TSA.  Seconded by Sel Howell.  All in favour. 

 Mike Hedley suggested a training program be undertaken in preparation of 

next year’s Teams of Ten competition being hosted by Target Shooting 

Wanganui.  A suggestion from Steve Stanton was that this could also 

incorporate the Auckland V’s Waikato annual match with the hope of 

improved results. 

 Thanks to Howick Rifle Club for the use of their facilities. 

 

There being no further business the meeting was closed at 9:07pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B Millard      R Dixon 

President      Secretary 


